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including reduced social isolation. Previous research has identified how designs of digital picture tools fall short of physical options 

specifically in terms of reminiscence. However, the relative prompting abilities of different digital interactions, including the types of 

memories prompted like external facts or person-centred memories, have not yet been explored. To investigate this, we present a 

controlled study of the memories prompted by three digital picture interactions (slideshow, gallery, and tabletop) on personal 

touchscreen devices. We find differences in how these tools and the interactions they support prompt reminiscence. In particular, 

gallery views prompt significantly fewer memories than either the tabletop or slideshow. Slideshows prompt significantly more 

external, factual memories, but not more person-centred memories, which are key to reminiscence. This has implications for the overall 

social usability of digital picture interactions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Our interactions with personal and family pictures are important. They provide one of the major starting points for 

developing our personal narratives and for our socialization through reminiscence, or storytelling. Pictures, in both 

digital and physical (i.e., paper-based) settings, are known to be one of the strongest prompts for memories [25,37]. 

Physical pictures, and our interactions with them, have been a main method of family socialization for over a century, 

and continue to be a common and treasured activity [31]. However, socially browsing and sharing memories from digital 

pictures is not feasible to the same extent as with physical pictures [2,8]. 
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How we engage with pictures generally, both digital and physical, has been well-researched. Past work has identified 

some of the benefits of interactions with physical pictures, including ease of access and strength as a memory prompt 

[12,37]. It has also identified some limitations of commonly available digital tools, such as limited user control and limited 

context between one picture and the larger collection, including the related memories [2,4,8]. Generally, digital picture 

interactions bring little of what is familiar and effective about physical interactions to the digital space [2,4,8]. Personal 

pictures and personal photography have been majority digital since 2004 [36], but available digital picture tools do not 

yet create a space for casual and collaborative social interactions, especially around storytelling, as physical pictures do 

[8]. These previous qualitative works have identified shortcomings of available picture settings, including highlighting 

the differences between the physical and various digital interactions (e.g., lack of tangibility, navigating volume of 

pictures, ease of metadata search). These differences are described as being limiting factors to reminiscence. In this paper, 

we explore the relative prompting ability of different digital settings in order to understand whether these differences 

can be observed in a controlled setting. 

Common digital settings for sharing pictures (e.g., Facebook and other social networking sites) are largely engaging 

users in capturing pictures to be shared immediately, like a morning cup of coffee. This use is new to digital settings and 

distinct from the pictures intended for reminiscence that are captured in one moment to be shared at a later date [32]. 

Thus, though available digital tools do engage users over pictures, there is little evidence that reminiscence is 

significantly present or encouraged by these tools. 

It is not necessary that digital picture interactions mimic traditional physical ones. However, social reminiscence 

should still be accessible digitally due to the importance both of reminiscence and of pictures as prompts. We seek to 

understand how digital tools prompt memories, not as compared to paper-based interactions, but because paper-based 

interactions can be strong prompts for social reminiscence and available digital interactions have not yet achieved that. 

Given that pictures are now prominently viewed in digital form, it is important for digital tools to provide meaningful 

interactions supporting storytelling or risk losing access to this crucial vector of family reminiscence. 

In this paper, we present a controlled online study assessing the ability of different touch-based digital picture 

interactions to prompt storytelling and reminiscence. Our goal is to explore the relative abilities of different digital 

interactions to prompt memory sharing and reminiscence in order to understand what about digital settings is falling 

short of the physical alternatives and how to better support reminiscence digitally. Specifically, we ask: Does the 

reminiscence prompted from these distinct touch-based digital picture interactions vary significantly in terms of the quantity 

and type of memories? 

We compare the memories shared from three tablet designs: 1) Gallery, which presents a grid of small pictures; 2) 

Slideshow, which presents pictures individually in a slideshow; and 3) Tabletop, which is based on physical interactions 

with paper pictures spread across a table. The gallery and slideshow designs mirror the common interactions of available 

tools. The tabletop design is directly inspired by physical interactions with pictures and by past research into both what 

is effective about physical interactions and what is limiting about digital ones, namely that browsing should be easy and 

collaborative, and that pictures should have a consistent visual context between them [4,8]. 

Participants interacted with each design, and the resulting memories were compared based on the number and type 

(i.e., person-centred or external memories). Person-centred memories (including episodic memories) relate to a personal 

experience, are generally more detailed than external memories, and are central to reminiscence. External memories 

(including semantic memories) are factual, often less detailed, and are generally based on learned knowledge, but are 

less important for reminiscence [25]. We provide detailed definitions of person-centred and external memories, examples 

of each, and our motivations for using these definitions for this work in the next section. 
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These controlled comparisons present an understanding of whether the digital display of pictures and interactions 

with that display affect how different types of memories are prompted, which has yet to be explored on existing and 

available digital interfaces. Digital picture tools are consistently found to provide at best limited support for 

reminiscence. Despite this, reminiscence is acknowledged as both a central to picture interactions and an import aspect 

of social connection. Therefore, it is crucial that digital pictures can prompt reminiscence as well as physical pictures. 

The results highlight the shortcomings of the existing design standards, and show that reminiscence must be actively 

included as a central aspect of digital picture interactions. In order for reminiscence to continue as a social activity, 

digital picture tools need to intentionally include these activities through designs that actively prompt reminiscence. 

2 RELATED WORK 

To date, a number of studies have explored interactions with pictures, both digitally and physically, as well as the 

role of pictures for reminiscence [8,10]. Although many new digital picture interactions have been and are being both 

proposed and assessed in controlled settings, only a few are centred on reminiscence activities. Here we review the 

existing research into reminiscence and memory prompting, how people interact with pictures, and other examples of 

controlled studies of digital picture interactions.  

2.1 Social Reminiscence and Pictures as Memory Prompts 

Reminiscence, the social storytelling and sharing of personal experiences, is a social activity that is central to fostering 

and maintaining sense of identity within families and broader communities. Reminiscence is linked to reduced social 

isolation and stronger self-identity, making it particularly important as we age [6,22]. Given the importance of 

reminiscence for the aging population, much work has explored the reminiscence of people with memory loss, such as 

Dementia, and how pictures and/or digital tools prompt reminiscence in this population. Research into reminiscence 

therapy, which uses pictures and other stimuli to prompt reminiscence as a treatment for memory loss, has found that 

these stimuli are particularly effective prompts for episodic and person-centred memories that are integral to 

reminiscence [25], and that both digital and physical pictures are effective prompts [26]. This prompting ability, as well 

as the general accessibility of pictures, has been recognized by participants who describe capturing pictures in order to 

be displayed and cherished years later [22]. Further, sharing of pictures and the memories they prompt is often described 

by participants as building a connection between friends and families [18]. 

The characteristics of the picture itself has also shown to be important for reminiscence. For example, a study of 

people with Dementia compared reminiscence from personal and general pictures and found that general pictures are 

stronger prompts for reminiscence [3]. Another study asked older adults to reminisce from physical or digital pictures 

and measured the time spent looking at each picture. They found that participants spent more time looking at the 

physical pictures than on the full-screen tablet pictures, but this study did not measure the resulting reminiscence [26]. 

Other research has explored how we use and interact with personal pictures. Chalfen d how we 

interact with (largely physical) pictures, focusing on the different uses of domestic photography and identified a key 

purpose of these pictures to be [9,10]. Since the early 2000s, when digital 

Other early digital works found that casual handheld formats were important for digital picture interactions, similar to 

existing physical options [23] and that reminiscence as an important motivation for using digital pictures is consistent 

across ages, including teenagers [34]. 
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These works demonstrate the importance of reminiscence, and particularly the importance of episodic and other 

person-centred memories, across digital and physical settings and across ages of users. Based on this clear need for 

reminiscence in a digital setting, we study what types of memories are prompted by digital interactions with pictures, 

which will advance our understanding of how to better support reminiscence activities digitally. 

2.2 Memories and Memory Prompting 

Memories are often categorized as being either episodic and semantic; episodic being memories that refer to a specific 

he Eifel 

Tower looks like) [25]. Other recent work identifies memories to exist on a spectrum from episodic to semantic [20]. 

That is, from more self-related to less self-related or from person-centred to external. These last terms, person-centred 

and external, are the terms we will use in this paper. 

Person-centred memories, including episodic memories, are a retelling of a personal experience and are therefore 

linked to memory strength and are central to activities of reminiscence. Where a fully episodic memory would be of a 

specific episode, a person-centred memory may be more generally about past experience, such as remembering taking 

the subway often, but not a specific instance of taking it. Semantic and other external memories are based in known 

facts, but are less important for reminiscence as they do not relate a personal story. As person-centred memories are 

based in past experiences, they often include more detail than external memories [25]. 

2.3 Interactions with Digital Pictures 

Based on actual family picture use, early requirements for digital photoware found that loose pictures prompt 

memory sharing more frequently than photo albums and emphasize the importance of informal communication and 

sharing of stories for picture interactions [12]. Several models of the different activities or phases of use of digital 

pictures, including social reminiscence, have been proposed from qualitative observations of use [7,19]. Research into 

the needs for picture interactions on mobile devices found that sharing pictures for reminiscence was mostly a casual 

and in person activity and that the common slideshow view is limiting and lacks customization [2]. A recent 

participatory redesign of different digital picture settings and the related needs for collaborative reminiscence found that 

digital settings primarily lack user-controlled picture curation and access to a larger visual context of pictures [8]. 

These works show the variety of activities that are currently being done with pictures. From these models of use, we 

see differences between analog interactions with physical (or paper-based) pictures and digital interactions with digital 

pictures. In particular, opportunities for social reminiscence in digital settings are lacking. In this paper, we focus 

specifically on the reminiscence aspect of digital picture interactions to assess how that activity is currently supported.  

Controlled studies that assess how users interact with digital pictures have largely focused on the area of searching 

and browsing for pictures, though some recent work has questioned the use of a directed search task as unrealistic to 

actual picture interactions [38]. Browsing and viewing digital pictures has been assessed by measuring time to find a 

specific picture [27] or to build a small set based on some criteria, like shared location [17]. One project included a task 

to gather a set of pictures with the intent to then share a story from them, but did not assess the memories themselves, 

and instead analyzed the actions completed to prepare the pictures [11]. Another project observed searching, browsing, 

and selecting personal pictures to understand and predict picture preference and intended activity as measured by time 

spent viewing each picture. They found that participants spent a significantly longer time on each picture during 

browsing than when selecting or searching [5]. To our knowledge, no work has yet measured reminiscence as prompted 

by various types of digital interactions with pictures, as we assess with this study.  
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3 METHODS 

To investigate the potential effects of digital interaction on reminiscence, we compare three distinct touch-based 

picture display designs (i.e., gallery, slideshow, and tabletop) through a counterbalanced within-participant study. 

Participants used their own device to look at each of the display designs in turn. Three sets of stock pictures were 

gathered for participants to browse with each image representing different aspects of Paris life and tourism. Pictures 

were chosen to represent a generally recognizable setting and will be described in detail below. Participants were asked 

to share any memories that came to mind while browsing the pictures.  

Ethical considerations informed all aspects of this research design. No participant withdrew from the study. This 

protocol has been developed following national Canadian principles (TCPS2) 

Research Ethics Board. 

3.1 Participants 

Participants were recruited through an online participant recruitment tool as well as through community groups 

with interests in memory and storytelling. Participants were compensated $20, which is in line with the average part-

time hourly rate in our area. 

In total, 38 participants completed the study. Two were excluded, but fully compensated, for technical limitations of 

their devices: one for an outdated tablet with small screen and low resolution which limited the visibility of pictures and 

the other for poor internet which was insufficient to load all the images for each condition. The final sample of 36 

participants were included in the analyses, which covers all counterbalanced cases including orders of conditions and of 

picture sets, as described below. 

The demographics form collected both age and gender through open text fields, as recommended by Spiel et al. [35]. 

Participants were aged from 19 to 62 (M = 36.9, SD = 12.4), and were made up of 11 men and 25 women. The collected 

demographics also included whether or not the participant had visited Paris, France; 14 participants had previously 

visited Paris, and 22 had not, though one of those had previously been to France. Additionally, several participants who 

had not visited Paris had friends or family who had, which acted as a prompt for memories, and of the participants who 

had visited, those experiences ranged from weekly business trips to a single overnight. 

All participants used their own  tablet or touchscreen computer, including 17 Apple iPads, two Windows tablets, 16 

Windows touchscreen laptops, and one Amazon Kindle. Familiarity with technology was measured with the Mobile 

Device Proficiency Questionnaire (MDPQ), a self-

easily a participant believes they could do various tasks from 1 (Never Tried) to 5 (Very Easily) [29]. The MDPQ is 

measured by calculating a sum of the participant's average scores from each questionnaire section, resulting in a possible 

range of 0 (very inexperienced) to 40 (very experienced). The summed scores in the present study ranged from 23.95 to 

40.00 (M = 37.28, SD = 3.54), which is in line with an expected range of ability as found by Roque and Boot [29]. See 

Appendix A for detailed participant demographic information. 

3.2 Measures and Instruments 

3.2.1 Picture Prompts 

We gathered three sets of 50 pictures around a common theme, namely tourism to Paris, France, with each set 

representing a sub-theme of food, landmarks, or culture. For each of the three digital interactions (described next) 

participants saw pictures from one of these three subsets. These same pictures were used for each participant and were 
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sourced from stock photo websites (i.e., pixabay.com, unsplash.com, and wikimedia.com) and only pictures with Creative 

Commons copyright were selected. The distinct sub-themes of pictures were used to minimize fatigue effects on 

participant storytelling and ensure that there would be different memories prompted by each condition. The reason we 

chose 50 pictures for each set size is because it is within the range of standard physical photo albums and printed photo 

books, and will be sufficient to fill a screen (such as in the gallery condition) while providing enough variety to likely 

present some interesting prompts to all participants. 

As general pictures have been shown to be as good or stronger prompts for memory as personal ones [3], the repeated 

set of stock pictures is expected to prompt memories from a broad range of participants. A consistent theme across all 

the pictures was chosen in order to provide a consistent visual context between the pictures, and therefore more cohesive 

prompts. The Paris theme was chosen as it is a common vacation destination and historical site and therefore many 

participants will likely have either visited themself, plan to visit someday, or will be at least familiar with the sights, so 

will have some memories prompted regardless of their past experiences. As such, we did not require participants to have 

previous experiences in Paris or France themselves, but did collect whether or not they had been previously. From both 

participants who had visited Paris and those who had not, the resulting memories included a mix of those related directly 

to Paris and other memories. 

3.2.2 Digital Interactions 

This study compares three digital interactions. We do not include a physical, paper-based condition primarily because 

the controlled setting across conditions (a digital tablet) would be compromised by introducing a separate device (e.g., a 

physical photo album) for one condition. Digital spaces do not need to be made to match physical ones and there are 

already aspects of digital interaction that are practically impossible with paper pictures, so such a comparison is outside 

the scope of this work. 

Of the three digital conditions, two mirror common, available designs: a gallery view (figure 1, left) displaying many 

pictures together and a slideshow view (figure 1, centre) showing one picture at a time in an ordered list. The third 

condition, the tabletop (figure 1, right), was designed based on past research into how digital and physical pictures are 

used to share stories [4,8]. The tabletop uses the metaphor of family or friends gathered around a table with pictures 

spread out across the surface in order to share memories, such as after a large family dinner or similar event. This 

common activity prompts casual storytelling through its ease of access and unstructured layout as any picture that 
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the three study conditions: gallery (left), slideshow (centre), and tabletop (right). 

Past research has found that digital picture interactions need to include pictures in a broader visual context and 

emphasize ease of access for casual and synchronous interactions [4,8]. Inspired by these findings, the tabletop presents 

all of the pictures in a rough grid, but unlike the gallery view the pictures are intentionally uncropped and large enough 

to be seen individually. Pictures are also tilted randomly to present the familiar, casual feeling of a haphazard spread of 

analog pictures across a communal table. Unlike the gallery, which can only be scrolled vertically, the tabletop can be 

scrolled infinitely in any direction as pictures are repeated. This is designed to encourage easy exploration and browsing 

so users do not need to scroll back once an edge has been found, which better reflects the reality of the large literal 

tabletop where screen size is not a limitation. 

As past works have found that reminiscence is not supported by existing digital pictures tools [2,4,8], we have chosen 

to investigate the reminiscence potential of the two primary methods of viewing digital pictures, regardless of whether 

the intent of the designs includes reminiscence. Despite the lack of access to reminiscence, the slideshow and gallery 

views are practically the sole methods of accessing digital pictures, and therefore are involved whenever reminiscence 

is attempted from digital pictures [8]. 

None of these designs are considered a baseline for this study, and all three are compared to each other equally. 

Though two of the included designs mirror existing interactions, neither of them is an effective baseline as there is not 

existing evidence of the types or number of memories prompted by those tools. This study is inspired by previous 

qualitative works finding that existing tools limit reminiscence in order to begin to quantify how they compare to each 

other and to potential digital alternatives. 

3.2.3 Prompted Memories 

In this paper, we categorize these prompted memories as being either person-centred or external, as described by 

[20]. We use this distinction between person-centred memories (that recount personal experiences) and external ones 

(that share known facts) to examine the differences in the types of memories prompted and particularly to highlight the 

memories that better support continued reminiscence (i.e., person-centred) versus those that are less important to this 

space (i.e., external). These terms encompass general aspects about memory and so are unaffected by the chosen theme 

of the pictures (i.e., Paris). That is, a memory shared about Paris, about another location, or with an unspecified location 

could be either person-centred or external depending on whether that memory included an experience had by the 
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narrator. Table 1 shows examples of person-centred and external memories from our participants both with and without 

previous experiences in Paris. 

Table 1: Examples of person-centred and external memories 

Type of Memory Memory Examples with Paris Experience Memory Examples without Paris Experience 
Person-Centred he building itself reminds me of when I was 

walking through at night to go back to my 
 
 one, with the tower lit up, that actually 

reminds me more of when we took the 
pictures because it was in the  

good little bike stalls and rent bikes and go around 
the city with them. The hard part was trying to 

 
I would say this market just shopping in it 

reminds me of just shopping in my country where 
 

External This is the view from underneath the base of 
 

 

 

snow, but on the outsides, you can see people 
 

In this study, individual participants shared memories with an individual researcher. Although memory sharing is a 

personal activity, commonly associated with gatherings of friends and families, people also often connect with strangers 

through storytelling and sharing memories. Which memories are shared may change depending on the audience, but 

the quantity and type of memories are not seen to be affected by audience [28]. 

We measure the count of these memories, as well as the number of words in each type of memory, to quantify the 

effect of digital picture interactions on reminiscence. There are various measures that could be used including number 

how well it follows the expected structure of a story. As this research area has not yet been assessed 

in a controlled way, we use a simple quantified measure over a qualified one in order to understand the general effect 

of these different settings. 

3.3 Hypotheses 

We propose the following hypotheses. Based on the physical interactions and research inspiring the tabletop 

condition, we expect this design to prompt more reminiscence, and specifically more person-centred memories: 

H1. The tabletop condition will prompt more person-centred memories than the slideshow (H1a) or gallery (H1b) 

conditions, and those memories will be longer. 

As the slideshow only displays a single picture at a time, which users see as limiting [2], we expect that it will prompt 

short, targeted memories for each picture, which would be seen in more external memories: 

H2. The slideshow condition will prompt more external memories than the tabletop (H2a) or gallery (H2b) conditions, and 

those memories will be longer. 

The gallery condition is an overview of all pictures, without a clear or complete view of any individual picture, as 

they are often cropped to fit the grid format. As such, we expect the gallery to perform the worst in terms of reminiscence 

generally: 

H3. The gallery will prompt fewer memories generally than the tabletop (H3a) or slideshow (H3b) conditions, and those 

memories will be shorter. 

3.4 Procedure 

The same researcher (the first author) completed all the interviews. This research was completed fully remotely, as 

was required by the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions in place at the time. Participants interacted with a website custom-
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made for this research, while the researcher conducted the interview via a telephone or Zoom audio call. Each interview 

lasted approximately one hour. The website consisted of two views. First, a participant view with a custom web address 

that was only active during the interview, and second, a researcher view that worked as a mirror of the participant view. 

This was designed in this way so that participants would not be required to share their screens at any time during the 

study, which both protects user privacy and confidentiality and removes the need for extra technical skills that are not 

necessary for the study. This website included all questionnaires and conditions, and the view was changed to the next 

screen by the researcher when the participant said they were ready to continue. 

Audio was recorded through the telephone or Zoom call and the screen interactions were recorded on the 

a link to the survey website at the time of the interview that was active only for the duration of that session. All data 

were fully anonymized. 

After the participant reviewed the consent form together with the researcher and signed it electronically, the 

researcher began the recording and the interview. Each interview began with the MDPQ and demographic 

questionnaires, including their familiarity and use of various pictures tools, both digital and physical. After the 

questionnaires, the researcher briefly introduced the three tasks, explaining that they would all be pictures of Paris, that 

the participant should take their time to look at the pictures and talk about what they are reminded of from those 

pictures, and that each picture display would be followed by a brief questionnaire. 

Each condition was introduced briefly to the participant to explain the functionality, including the possible gestures 

(e.g., to swipe left and right to change pictures on the slideshow or to scroll for the other conditions) and that they could 

tap on each picture as they discuss it, but this was not necessary. On the non-slideshow conditions, tapping added a 

border to the picture so that the researcher could easily identify which picture was being discussed. Tapping on the 

current picture is common practice for physical pictures, but the gesture is often overwritten by digital platforms, such 

as a gallery view which will open a full-screen version of the picture. This border display mirrors the physical tapping 

gesture by drawing attention to the picture without altering the display. 

The participant was free to say and share anything they wanted to, to include or ignore any pictures, and to stop 

whenever they felt they were ready. If the participant was silent for more than several seconds, the researcher prompted 

them with a general question. Of the 36 participants, 21 were prompted by the researcher. The prompts were mostly 

general and open-ended 

or following up on what was just mentioned by the participant, for example: 

 

. 

This type of prompting is common to semi-structured interviews to clarify in the participant has more to say and remind 

them of the topic. Across participants, the response to the prompts included a mix of person-centred memories, external 

memories, and other statements. 

The presented order of the three conditions (gallery, slideshow, and tabletop) and three photo sets (food, landmarks, 

and culture) were counterbalanced across participants, resulting in 36 possible orders of the three tasks (6 orders of 

conditions X 6 orders of photo sets). For example, for the condition order slideshow, gallery, tabletop and the photo set 

order culture, food, landmarks, the participant would see pictures of culture on a slideshow, followed by pictures of food 

in a gallery, and finally pictures of landmarks on the tabletop. 
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Each condition was followed by the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [13]. This questionnaire was 

designed to assess the work required to use a tool across various dimensions (e.g., mental, physical), and was chosen to 

collect data on how participants perceived the use of these different modes of interaction specifically for storytelling.  

After the participant completed all three conditions, the study ended with a brief interview about their personal 

preferences across the three options, any improvements they could imagine for those tools, and how these compare to 

their current use of digital picture tools. Participants were then asked if they had any questions or concluding thoughts, 

and compensation was provided. We do not report on the TLX questionnaires or closing interviews as they are not 

directly related to our research interest here, namely the observed and quantified effects of design and interaction on 

reminiscence. They are included in the description of the procedure to allow for replicability and future extensions of 

this work. Future work will analyze these additional data as they are the subject of a different type of analysis and paper. 

3.5 Analysis 

The interviews were transcribed, and the resulting transcripts were coded by the first two authors (both with 

experience in reminiscence and memory-based research) for the types of memories shared. The coding process was 

deductive and consensus-based. We decided to use multiple coders and to measure agreement because the identification 

of where a particular memory begins and ends within the transcript as well as the type of memory can be subjective, 

which can be mitigated through the use of two separate coders [24]. 

We first coded four transcripts independently, identifying each memory shared by the participant across the three 

conditions and initially using codes for episodic and semantic memories. We also coded the other utterances by 

participants including comments related to the study or technical difficulties, which were excluded from all analyses. 

Technical utterances were about the interface or interview, includi

ther utterances were often comments on the photographs themselves (e.g., 

of the photo. It centralizes on the person and the different kinds of books. ), comments about the experience of 

reminiscence (e.g., It gives me good memories ), or comments to the researcher/audience about the narration or 

. 

We then compared the coded transcripts and refined the definitions of our codes to be person-centred and external, 

as discussed above, based on memories that were not specifically referring to a specific episode, but were reflecting on 

personal experience rather than stating a semantic fact I didn't actually have that much in the way of 

baguettes when I was in Paris, surprisingly. I have them here all the time. I have them here at least once a week . At this 

point we coded all remaining transcripts separately and compared the resulting agreement u . 

We had acceptably high agreement for person-centred (  = 0.843), external (  = 0.836), and overall which included both 

person-centred and external memories (  = 0.680). A score of at least 0.800 shows strong reliability, and a minimum of 

0.667 is acceptable reliability for this measure [14]. 

We then discussed each of the quotes without agreement and determined upon a final code by consensus. Some 

disagreements were over whether a memory was person-centred or external, like These long French loaves ... I still buy 

 which was seen as a general comment on the local bread 

by one coder and a reference to past experiences cooking with those loaves by the other. After discussion, we agreed 

- . Another quote, Cheese boards 

are always nice to look at  could be seen as semantic knowledge, but was decided to be a general comment and not a 

memory, s o . 
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Across the 36 transcripts, the final coding identified 345 person-centred memories, 819 external memories, 203 

technical utterances, and 382  

4 RESULTS 

We investigated whether the memories shared by our participants varied as function of the different design condition 

(gallery, slideshow, and tabletop). Specifically, our measures of interest included the number of memories, the number 

of words said, and the average number of words per memory, collected separately for person-centred and external 

memories. We also look at these measures for all of the shared memories (both person-centred and external combined) 

to observe any broader effects on memory sharing. We conducted separate one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for 

each of the measures described (Note that our independent factor, design condition, included 3 levels but the comparison 

of these levels were planned, and as such this did not require the use of correction for multiple comparisons, as per 

common practice in behavioural experiments, see [1,15,30,33]). As assumptions were not always met, we also conducted 

non-

said in external memories. The larger implications of these results are discussed in the next section. 

4.1 Memory Summary 

The 36 participants shared an overall average of 32.33 memories per interview (SD = 21.10, min = 4, max = 93). An 

average of 9.58 person-centred memories (SD = 9.65, min = 0, max = 42), and 22.75 external memories (SD = 14.99, min 

= 3, max = 65) were shared. On average, 10.78 memories were shared on the tabletop, 14.08 on the slideshow, and 7.47 

on the gallery. Of all the coded utterances, 75% were coded as memories (either person-centred or episodic) and 25% 

were coded as other. Of the words said by participants, 87% were said in memories and 13% in other comments. 

We first provide descriptive statistics for our different measures and across the different design conditions to give an 

overview summary of the memories shared. As shown in Table 2, all conditions saw more external than person-centred 

memories.  Additionally, more words were said in total for external memories than in person-centred ones. However, 

person-centred memories seem to be on average longer than external ones, as measured by average number of words 

said per memory. As person-centred memories are often more detailed than external ones, this is expected and shows 

that all conditions prompted fewer, but longer person-centred memories as well as more, shorter external ones.  

Table 2: Means (and SDs) of counts, words, and average words per memory overall, and by person-centered and external memories, 
across conditions 

Measure Overall Tabletop Slideshow Gallery 

Memories 32.33 (21.10) 10.78 (9.36) 14.08 (11.81) 7.47 (5.16) 
    Person-Centred 9.58 (9.65) 3.50 (4.22) 3.72 (4.63) 2.36 (2.23) 
    External 22.75 (14.99) 7.28 (6.61) 10.36 (8.79) 5.11 (4.70) 
Words 1092.92 (1226.58) 377.81 (575.68) 460.00 (552.14) 255.11 (259.04) 
    Person-Centred 450.31 (631.01) 154.42 (239.17) 192.97 (324.51) 102.92 (130.01) 
    External 642.61 (771.98) 223.39 (416.49) 267.03 (322.59) 152.19 (198.71) 
Average Words per Memory 29.02 (15.92) 29.10 (16.66) 27.93 (17.67) 32.26 (21.66) 
    Person-Centred 36.45 (21.95) 31.46 (27.71) 31.27 (28.43) 27.83 (25.66) 
    External 24.60 (14.16) 23.25 (14.66) 23.63 (14.65) 27.18 (23.17) 
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4.2 Effect on Number of Memories 

We conducted separate one-way ANOVAs to explore the effect of design condition on person-centred and external 

memories. The results showed no effect of design condition on person-centred memories (p = .065). There was, however, 

an effect of condition on external memories: F(2, 70) = 7.16, p = .002. We conducted follow-up analyses using paired t-

tests . The results revealed that the slideshow condition prompted significantly 

more external memories than both the tabletop (t(35) = -2.06, p = .047, d = 0.39,) and gallery (t(35) = 3.49, p = .001, d = 

0.74,) conditions (see figure 2). From the higher frequency of external memories, we can reject the null hypothesis for 

hypothesis H2 (slideshow external memories > tabletop, slideshow external memories > gallery), and conclude that the 

slideshow is a stronger prompt for external memories than the gallery or tabletop conditions. 

 

 

Figure 2: Counts of person-centred (left) and external (right) memories across conditions. 

Next, we conducted a one-way ANOVA on the overall memories (i.e., all memories regardless of type), which also 

revealed an effect of design condition, F(2, 70)= 7.28, p = .001. Follow-up pairwise comparisons revealed that both the 

tabletop and slideshow conditions resulted in significantly more memories shared than in the gallery, t(35)= 2.30 p = 

.028, d = 0.43, and t(35) = 3.58, p = .001, d = 0.72, respectively (see figure 3). From the significantly lower rates of memories 

in the gallery condition as compared to both the slideshow and tabletop conditions, we can reject the null hypothesis 

for hypothesis H3 (gallery memories < tabletop, gallery memories < slideshow), and conclude that the gallery condition 

is a weaker prompt for memory sharing than the other conditions. 
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Figure 3: Counts of memories across conditions. 

4.3 Effect on Words Spoken in Memories 

We explored the number of words spoken in memories, and found that there was an effect of design condition on 

overall memories: F(2, 70) = 3.69, p = .030. The slideshow condition prompted significantly more words in memories 

than the gallery condition, t(35) = 2.86, p = .007, d = 0.47 (see figure 4). This further supports hypothesis H3 (gallery 

memories < slideshow). 

 

Figure 4. Counts of words across conditions. 

There were no effects of condition on the average words per memory. See table 3 for a summary of all the main 

statistical findings and related hypotheses. 
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Table 3: Summary of statistical findings and related hypotheses 

Measure Finding Related Hypothesis 
Memory counts Tabletop memories > Gallery H3a 

 Slideshow memories > Gallery H3b 
 Slideshow external > Tabletop H2a 
 Slideshow external > Gallery H2b 

Word counts Slideshow memories > Gallery H3b 

4.4 Exploratory Analyses: Picture Subthemes and Prior Travel Experience 

To see whether the different subthemes of pictures had any effect on the resulting memories by any of these 

measures, we used separate one-way ANOVAs and confirmed that there was no significant effect by subtheme on any 

of the measures .05. 

Recall that the pictures were all selected from stock photography of Paris, France, and that we asked participant 

whether or not they had visited Paris, which allowed us to explore whether this factor influenced the results of our 

analyses. This is not the focus on this work, as previous works have shown that generic pictures and travel pictures are 

strong memory prompts, so we include this exploration as a brief view into any potential effect. This was accomplished 

by adding visit Paris (yes/no) into the model as a between-subject factor. We repeated all the analyses presented earlier 

with this additional factor. The results revealed no significant effect of this factor or any interaction with the design 

or, we are 

cautious in interpreting these results and we suggest future research should further explore this with a more balanced 

sample. 

5 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

The current study presents an empirical exploration of the effects of the design of digital picture interactions on the 

type of memories that they prompt. We chose a controlled setting in order to observe those effects more directly. These 

findings are specifically with regards to the memory-prompting effects of the chosen designs (gallery, slideshow, and 

tabletop). How we access pictures is an important factor in how we can then access and share our memories, so 

understanding the connection between picture viewing and reminiscence in a digital space is crucial. This effect of 

digital design and interaction on memory prompting has not been previously assessed in a controlled setting, as such all 

these findings expand our understanding of our interactions with digital pictures. In particular, several of our findings 

parallel what has been found in qualitative works across the past 20 years of HCI research, such as that a long scrolling 

gallery of pictures is not an effective memory prompt [8], and our motivation is precisely to begin to quantify these 

observations. Our results show that common interactions do not seem to be intended to support reminiscence, unlike 

traditional physical interactions with paper pictures. The digital tabletop, which is drawn directly from those physical 

interactions, does not show the same reminiscence shortcomings of the other designs. 

The gallery is significantly less effective as a prompt for reminiscence. Both the tabletop and slideshow prompted 

more memory sharing than the gallery, and the slideshow further prompted more words in memories. This is likely due 

to the small picture size and often-cropped display (as all pictures are presented as squares regardless of original 

picture ratio). This limits how much detail a person is able to see in a picture, and therefore the degree to which memories 

can be prompted. The slideshow provides a clear display of a single picture, which creates a stronger prompt for 

memories than the many small icons of the gallery. However, more of the memories prompted by the slideshow are 

external, as we discuss below. The tabletop shows the full detail of each picture while maintaining the visual context 
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across different pictures, providing a strong prompt for memories overall, as compared to the gallery, without prompting 

more external memories. 

The slideshow condition was seen to prompt more external memories than both the gallery and tabletop conditions. 

Past research has shown that users see the slideshow as limiting due the lack of user control [2]. By design, the slideshow 

presents only a single picture at a time, providing no displayed context between the pictures (as has been found to be an 

important aspect of sharing memories socially from pictures [4,8]). The combined lack of user control and lack of visual 

context is likely why the format prompts more of the briefer, factual memories, but does not prompt more richer person-

centred ones, which may be more easily prompted by seeing several related pictures together. There was no observed 

effect on number of words shared in external memories specifically, perhaps because they are generally shorter 

memories, so the cumulative effect is not as large. 

Of the available designs, the slideshow is the stronger prompt for memories overall. The pictures on the gallery are 

too small to be effective prompts, whereas the slideshow displays pictures as large as possible making the contents of 

the picture clear. The strength of the slideshow as it prompts reminiscence (i.e., relating personal experiences) is not 

clear, as it was seen to prompt more memories external to personal experience, but had no effect on person-centred 

memories. Future work should further explore these benefits and limitations of the slideshow for memory sharing and 

particularly how to create a better prompt for person-centred memories from this familiar setting. 

The tabletop prompts fewer external memories than the slideshow, but not fewer memories overall. This is in contrast 

to the gallery, which compared to the slideshow prompted both fewer memories overall and fewer external memories. 

This demonstrates that the tabletop can prompt memories generally at least as well as the familiar slideshow, but without 

an increase in external memories, showing that it can prompt both external and person-centred memories. We suggest 

that the aspects of physical picture interactions that are represented in the digital tabletop design are successful in 

prompting more memories overall than some digital options (e.g., the gallery), without emphasizing the brief, external, 

factual memories over the person-centred ones that reflect personal episodes and experiences. The tabletop provides a 

similar level of visual picture detail as the slideshow, which also provides a stronger prompt than the limited detail of 

the gallery. However, unlike the slideshow, the tabletop always shows other related pictures as well, providing the 

context across pictures that could provide a richer prompt for person-centred memories, such as a detailed memory from 

personal experience. 

Despite this, there were no significant results with regards to person-centred memories. It is possible that this was 

due to the controlled setting of this study, including the generic pictures, researcher as the audience, and the relatively 

short duration. However, past research has shown that generic pictures and researcher as audience does not limit person-

centred memory sharing, as compared to personal pictures and family or friends as audience [3,28]. Person-centred 

memories are generally longer and more detailed than external memories, so it is possible that a longer reminiscence 

session would be needed to observe a difference between conditions (particularly between the existing slideshow and 

gallery), either through a longer single interview or repeated interviews to allow participants the time to share more 

longer stories. 

Overall, how digital pictures are displayed and interacted with clearly has some effect on the number of memories 

prompted by those interactions as well as the type of memory prompted. Given the essential role of reminiscence within 

picture interactions and the strength of pictures as a prompt for reminiscence, designers should be intentionally 

considering how memory sharing will be encouraged, or not, by an interaction. Gallery views, which limit access to 

detailed pictures and the broader picture context through the small, cropped picture tiles, also limit reminiscence and 

should not be the only or primary way to browse large sets of pictures. While browsing in a gallery view, pictures often 
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need to be opened to full screen before they can be recognized, interrupting the flow of browsing as well as limiting the 

potential for reminiscence. 

A slideshow is an effective way to prompt brief, factual memories, but showing only one picture at a time without 

contextualized browsing across a larger set may limit person-centred reminiscence, which is in line with previous work 

as well [2]. For example, the pictures are in a hard order that cannot be seen while viewing the slideshow, so the next 

and previous pictures are often unknown. Slideshow interactions do not support spontaneous reminiscence that pulls 

up pictures to share without first curating a subset from a large collection, but in contrast to the gallery is the available 

option to view a complete picture in detail, providing the strongest available option for reminiscence. 

All of the conditions prompt more, shorter external memories and fewer, longer person-centred ones. However, this 

is the first work to assess these differences directly, and these results do not clearly show an interaction that is better at 

reminiscence over the others. Both the gallery and slideshow have some limitations in how they prompt memories. The 

slideshow is the best of the available options as the stronger prompt of memories overall. The tabletop did prompt more 

memories overall than the gallery without prompting more person-centred ones (as the slideshow did). Given this 

importance of person-centred memories to reminiscence and the strong effect of the slideshow on external memories, 

we propose that the tabletop is a better digital interaction for reminiscence than common existing options, and is further 

evidence for the qualitative findings of past works [4,8] indicating that ease of access to pictures along with broader 

picture context are key to memory prompting. These features are central to the tabletop design and the physical 

interactions it draws from, but they are currently lacking from digital tools. Further work is needed to better understand 

the differences between the tabletop and slideshow views, particularly as they prompt person-centred memories. For 

the moment, as slideshow and gallery views are functionally the only two available methods of digital picture interaction, 

other designs need to be explored and implemented in order to bring reminiscence back into picture interactions, as they 

have been in analog, paper-based settings for 200 years [31]. 

5.1 Limitations and Future Work 

This is, to our knowledge, the first controlled exploration of the potential effects of design and interaction with digital 

pictures on memory prompting and sharing. As there is not a pre-existing understanding of how interaction affects 

memory prompting, we have chosen a controlled setting and present interesting findings that allows for future work to 

move ahead with a clearer direction for picture interactions. 

Due to the novelty of this work within the field of HCI, we choose to focus on the quantity and type of memories, 

and to not include a measure of memory quality, in order to present an overview of the effects of digital design and 

interaction on reminiscence. Quality of memory is subjective and can be measured in a variety of ways depending on 

the question being investigated, such as scales applied by either a researcher or the narrator scale [39]. Future work can 

build on our findings to explore this aspect of memory in digital spaces. 

In this study, all participants saw the same stock photography, and there is evidence that generic pictures prompt as 

well or even better than personal pictures [3]. As such, we chose this more controlled and counterbalanced approach so 

that any observed effects would be more clearly due to the design rather than the ability of those pictures to prompt 

memories over another set. With this first study completed, our future work will expand on these findings to explore 

the effects of memory sharing from personal digital pictures. Additionally, the Paris theme was chosen for the pictures 

in order to provide a consistent and largely familiar prompt for memories, including a larger visual context across the 

pictures. We do not see any effect of having visited Paris in this data, though the sample is very unbalanced for that 

factor and future work can directly investigate those effects on how digital interfaces prompt memory. We did not 
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structure the study to explore this question, as different participants had more or less personal experience with Paris, 

regardless of whether or not they had visited themselves. Although these differences could affect reminiscence, most 

people would have had some experience with the scenes in Paris whether directly or indirectly. Future research with a 

larger and a more balanced sample size could further explore how experience can play a role in the memories prompted 

by pictures. 

Participants were asked to share memories with a researcher rather than with family or friends, which will have 

impacted which of their memories they shared. However, quantity of reminiscence and memory sharing, as well as type 

of memory, are not limited by audience [28]. People will generally share memories with any audience, and will simply 

choose which memories are appropriate to share depending on that audience. The researcher, as an outsider to the 

 experiences, did not actively engage in storytelling beyond as an attentive audience. As such, this work has 

not focused on the collaborative aspect of family reminiscence, such as that seen by Jones and Ackerman [16] and Liaqat 

et al [21]. This choice was in order to control the setting of this study, and our future work will actively engage with 

families and communities to include the collaborative nature of reminiscence. 

Finally, we have chosen to focus on a part of the picture and memory sharing processes, excluding in particular the 

browsing and selection of pictures. Future work will incorporate these findings into more all-encompassing digital 

picture tools in order to understand the implications on the process as a whole. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We present the effects of the designs of digital picture interactions on memory sharing through a controlled study 

using stock pictures and a within-user design. We find that different interaction designs affect the quantity and type of 

memories shared, which has implications for interactions with pictures in digital spaces. The results show that 

the common gallery display of pictures is not conducive to memory sharing, and the slideshow, though it is a better 

prompt than the gallery, prompts more external memories without prompting more of the person-centred memories 

that are important to reminiscence. The novel tabletop design prompts more memories overall than the gallery and 

fewer external memories than the slideshow, but also does not have any effect on person-centred memories. It is not 

clear what type of digital interaction would best prompt person-centred memories, and therefore better support 

reminiscence. Drawing from the limitations of the gallery and slideshow, there is some indication that the tabletop, 

directly inspired by traditional interactions with paper-based pictures, could be a better source of memory prompts 

overall, including person-centred memories, than either of the other conditions. 

Our results here suggest that available tools need to be augmented to include designs that intentionally support and 

prompt reminiscence. Common, available options are not supporting these activities and our future work will continue 

to explore what better supports these crucial interactions. The implications of these results will improve the overall 

usability of digital picture interactions by including reminiscence activities alongside the broad range of picture activities 

already available in digital spaces. 
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APPENDIX A  

Participant demographic information 

Age Gender Device MDPQ Score 
38 Woman Apple iPad 33.76 
35 Man Apple iPad 39.50 
27 Woman Windows laptop 40.00 
29 Woman Apple iPad 38.89 
40 Woman Windows tablet 40.00 
28 Man Apple iPad 37.61 
19 Woman Windows laptop 39.33 
37 Woman Apple iPad 40.00 
24 Man Windows laptop 39.65 
23 Man Apple iPad 38.54 
39 Woman Apple iPad 36.82 
28 Woman Windows laptop 39.63 
24 Woman Windows laptop 40.00 
37 Woman Windows laptop 37.54 
21 Woman Windows laptop 33.12 
26 Woman Windows laptop 39.44 
22 Woman Apple iPad 37.10 
62 Woman Windows laptop 28.00 
24 Woman Apple iPad 31.87 
61 Woman Apple iPad 39.25 
51 Woman Windows laptop 37.75 
28 Man Apple iPad 37.64 
36 Man Apple iPad 39.33 
22 Man Apple iPad 40.00 
40 Woman Windows laptop 36.23 
56 Woman Apple iPad 39.00 
29 Man Windows laptop 39.88 
34 Man Windows laptop 40.00 
42 Woman Windows laptop 40.00 
49 Woman Windows laptop 34.23 
42 Woman Apple iPad 33.50 
50 Man Windows tablet 37.79 
40 Woman Apple iPad 38.96 
59 Man Apple iPad 36.14 
58 Woman Kindle tablet 37.80 
47 Woman Windows laptop 23.95 

 


